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Vocabulary 

Instruction: Complete the following statements choose the best choice for following  

definitions. 

 

1. …………. the ability to judge, comprehend and reason. 

 a. Skill  b. intelligence 

 c. experience  d. Science 

2. Who is responsible in this clinic? 

 Dr, Nickson is in …………… of this place? 

 a. affair b. effect c. cause d. charge 

3. Is it a wrong idea ? 

 Yes, it is a ……………. That the earth is the center of the universe. 

 a. misconception  b. compensation 

 c. misconduct  d. demonestration 

4. Why are they arguing so much? 

 - There is ………….. about who should be elected as the president. 

 a. contentment  b. controversy 

 c. competency  d. compromise 

5. Is he able to deal with problem? 

 - Yes I think he can …………….. with it . 

 a. compete b. cooperate c. cope d. control 

6. We had a nation that Ahmad is strong man notion means? 

 a. idea b. idiom c. essential d. article 

7. David and Jack both work in the laboratory. 

 - They are ……………….  . 

 a. drivers b. teachers c. psychologists d. colleague 
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8. It is the state of low tension in which emotional level is dimished. 

 a. accomodation   b. assimilation 

 c. relaxation  d. stimulation 

9. Reason means: 

 a. implicit  b. think rationally 

 c. explicit  d. experiment 

10. What is the field of psychology about? 

 - It is mainly …………… with the mind or mental states of processes. 

 a. conceived  b. concealed  

 c. concerned  d. conducted 

11. Is it a……………  ? 

 - Yes he has written this book about his own life. 

 a. authority  b. assumption 

 c. assertion  d. autobiography 

12. She cannot …………….. on her studies with all that noise going on . 

 a. assessment  b. confident 

 c. confined  d. concentrate 

13. Find out and examine in order to obtain the truth means: 

 a. investigate  b. inexplicit 

 c. inferior  d. infinite 

14. He reviewed the thory in the light of past experience. In the light of means: 

 a. unless b. in view of c. although d. therefore 

15. It is an intervening process or an internal state of an organism that drives it to action? 

 a. mountain  b. muddy 

 c. motivation  d. multiple 

16. From one point of view, psychology is based on the assumption that each of us has a 

………… mind as well as a conscious mind. 

 a. concrete  b. assessment 

 c. unconscious  d. personality 
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17. A person whom one knows, especially through work or business. 

 a. acquaintance  b. coherent 

 c. stranger  d. golfer 

18. Thousand of English words are derived from Latin. 

  drive from means: 

 a. postutate  b. originate 

 c. disguise  d. dried 

19. A judge must be free from prejudice. 

  prejudice means: 

 a. perception  b. objection 

 c. situation  d. preconception 

20. The new university is situated on a hill. 

 Situated means: 

 a. distort  b. consistent 

 c. located  d. inserted 

21. Any event or sign indicative of disease or disorder. 

 a. symptom  b. alarm 

 c. light  d. food 

22. ………….. refers to the extent to which a test gives the same results when used repeatedly 

under similar conditions. 

 a. reliability  b. validity 

 c. correlation  d. consistency 

23. Add more detail to something? 

 a. elaborate  b. conceal 

 c. call  d. pervasive 

24. To …………….. may be defined as to achieve one’s full potential. 

 a. self – concept  b. self – actualize 

 c. Self – esteem  d. Self – care 
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25. Word that is opposite in meaning to other: 

 a. synonym  b. syntax 

 c. synoptic  d. antonym 

26. There are still trends in the learning of foreign languages in our society. 

 trend means: 

 a. prevailing  b. merit 

 c. tendency  d. ailment 

27. Feelings of helpessness, hopelessness, in adequacy and sadness. 

 a. depression  b. expectation 

 c. affection  d. distress 

28. A person who has a strong desire in deressing in the clothing of the opposite sex is calded? 

 a. paranoide  b. manic 

 c. depression  d. transvestite 

29. He was a false patient. 

 False patient means: 

 a. real patient  b. pseudopatient 

 c. patient  d. illness 

30. She was allowed to go from the hospital. 

 Allowed to go means: 

 a. miss  b. let her know  

 c. banded  d. discharged 
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1. In psychology, the field of personality is concerned with the total individual and with 

individual differences. 

 If theories about personality are to be useful, they must fulfil several purposes. 
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2. The work of clinical psychologists involves trying to differentiate the normal from abnormal 

and evaluating the patient’s personality in an attempt to understand his or her symptoms and 

feelings. 

 

3. Validity is concerned with whether an assessment technique actually measure what is 

intended to measure. Does an intelligence test truly measure intelligence? 

 

4. Antonyms such as abnormal and mental health versus mental illness imply that people can be 

divided neatly into two distinct groups, those who are normal and those who are not. 

 

 

5. Behavior therapies are based on the principles of learning, Instead of emphasizing insights, 

behavior therapists make direct efforts to alter problematic responses and maladaptive habits. 

 

 

6. Nothing is so certain in life as the existence of uncertainty. From the day of birth, the human 

infant is required to process and somehow cope with an environment that is strang, uncertain 

and largely unpredictable. 


